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Praises and thanks are to a God who is The Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And, He guides 

the one who asks to be guided. And peace is upon Muhammad and His Ahl-Bait and curses are upon 

their enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advice myself and you to be virtuous. And I advice you to be exactly like what Imam Ali said: be 

virtuous like who thinking take all the time of him, and his tong pray god, and his frightening (from god) 

make his safety (in the other world). 

Ideal society  

In our series of lectures about ideal Islamic society, due to birth day of third imam and his loyal brother 

Abolfazl  and his great son Imam Sajjad, we are going to discussed about ideal Mujahid. Because they 

are the best and greatest Mujahid that have most effect for surviving Islam and the heritage of our 

prophet.  

Every person in the world whether faithful or heretic make Jihad for god or for evil and Quran told us: 

{Those who believe fight in the cause of God, and those who reject Faith Fight in the cause of Evil} (Al-

nesa\Verse 76) but every one who make Jihad for god have specification and these specification manifested in 

their lives.  

Ideal Muja hid 

The first thing that make an ideal Mujahid is discretion. Worth of every action and pray measured by 

discretion. And we have in our Hadith: some of you did more pray than the other. And some of you 

perform more Haj than the other and some of you pay more charity than the other. And some of you 

make more Fast than the other. But best of you is some one who has more awareness (about god). 


